NORWICH
Face-to-face courses
in Norwich

N

‘It was great to be in the centre of
such a friendly city’

ILE has been consolidating its reputation for delivering
high-quality teacher development courses in the small,
friendly city of Norwich since 1995. Come and be part of this
continuing story!

‘The teaching centre was highly impressive’
At NILE you have access to state-of-the-art educational
technology, a fully-stocked ELT reference and borrowing library
and computer facilities throughout the buildings. The NILE city
centre campus also boasts a garden, a roof terrace and a
student relaxation zone.

‘I had a chance to meet other teachers from different countries
and share ideas and experiences with them’
Teachers come from all over the world to take part in NILE
courses. Opportunities for international networking and lifelong
friendships start here!

‘The tutors listened to all our needs, answered our questions
and had an expert knowledge of their subjects’
The NILE teaching team is made up of trainers who have many
years’ experience in their field, and have worked in multiple
contexts with teachers and trainers globally.

‘It was great to have two weeks on the other side of the desk
– being a student instead of a teacher’
Getting out of your classroom can be a great way to learn. NILE
offers a change of scene, ensuring you will go back into your
class recharged and full of new ideas.

‘The course was designed specifically to fit our needs’
Here at NILE we listen carefully to all of our participants, and
offer training sessions that meet their specific requirements,
using a combination of theory and practical application.

‘The classroom experience was only part of it – we had a great
time in the evenings and at weekends’
The NILE social programme team organises events and outings
each week. Whether it’s storytelling, guided tours of the historic
city, a boat trip on the Norfolk Broads or a visit to the stunning
coastline, we will help you make the most of your time in the UK.

‘The family I stayed with made me feel like one of them’
In Norwich you can chose to stay with a local homestay host,
improving your language skills and getting a great insight into
British life. If you prefer, residential accommodation is also
available on campus at the University of East Anglia.

’The whole NILE team were a great help’
From accommodation to travel to social activities to the
classroom itself, NILE has a highly-experienced and friendly
team who can help you with anything you may need.

Courses in Norwich include:
Short open-enrolment courses for
individual applicants in the areas of:
• Trainer Development
• Technology in ELT
• Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL)
• Current Perspectives in Language Learning
• Culture, Literature and Drama
• Advanced Language and Methodology
• Materials and Curriculum Development
• Teaching Young Learners
• Testing, Evaluation and Assessment
• Management in Language Education
All NILE’s face-to-face-courses are eligible
for Erasmus+ funding
Discover the world-renowned trainers you will
meet at NILE this year at www.nile-elt.com
Tailor-made programmes for closed groups,
specially designed for education ministries,
higher education institutions and other
overseas organisations.

Clients include:
• British Council (worldwide)
• Communidad de Madrid (Spain)
• Hubei Education International (China)
• Ministry of Education (Peru)
• CIEP (France)
• Rzeszow University (Poland)
• Cultura Inglesa (Brazil)
• ETAS (Switzerland)
NILE offers courses and qualifications all year
round for English language teachers, trainers
and other education professionals at every stage
of their ELT careers, both face to face and online,
in the UK and overseas.
Learn more about our CELTA, Delta, MA and
consultancy work at www.nile-elt.com

For the full range of NILE’s programmes,
please contact:
The Registrar
Norwich Institute for Language Education
78-80 Upper St Giles Street
Norwich, NR2 1LT
United Kingdom
Tel +44 1603 664473
registrar@nile-elt.com
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